
 
 

SPL7013 active against other pandemic coronaviruses 
• Further antiviral testing of SPL7013 (VIRALEZE™ active) at the Scripps Research 

Institute has confirmed it is active in two additional pandemic coronaviruses - 
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) or “SARS” and 
Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) or “MERS” 

• SPL7013 exerts its antiviral activity through blocking the spike proteins of these 
two pandemic viruses in the same manner as it does for SARS-CoV-2 (the virus 
that causes COVID-19) 

• These results mean that SPL7013 is active in all four viruses resulting in 
respiratory viral pandemics in the past 20 years: 

o SARS-CoV-2 (the coronavirus that causes COVID-19)   
o MERS-CoV (the coronavirus that causes MERS, 2012)  
o SARS-CoV (the coronavirus that causes SARS, 2003)  
o H1N1 (the influenza virus that caused Swine Flu, 2009) 

• Potent antiviral activity has also been demonstrated for SPL7013 in a further 
European isolate of SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19), and an 
additional influenza virus subtype, H3N2 (Avian Flu)  

• SPL7013’s broad-spectrum antiviral activity is a compelling feature for the role of 
VIRALEZE™ today and in future pandemic preparedness  

• VIRALEZE™ recently achieved registration for sale in EU/UK and is on track to be 
launched in March 

Melbourne, Australia; 3 March 2021: Starpharma (ASX: SPL, OTCQX: SPHRY) today 
announces new data from The Scripps Research Institute in the US and other specialist 
laboratories on the activity of SPL7013 against important respiratory viruses, including those 
responsible for past pandemics. This new data further confirms the broad spectrum antiviral 
properties of SPL7013 (VIRALEZE™ active), with SPL7013 blocking the spike protein of two 
additional important pandemic causing coronaviruses, SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. 
Testing also confirmed antiviral activity against a further European isolate of SARS-CoV-2 
(Slovakia/SK-BMC5/2020) and an influenza virus subtype, H3N2.  
Both SARS and MERS are caused by respiratory coronaviruses, and outbreaks of these 
viruses resulted in pandemics with significant mortality. There are no vaccines for either of 
these viruses. These viruses are in addition to those previously identified for SPL7013 
(VIRALEZE™ active), including SARS-CoV-2, the coronavirus that causes COVID-191, 
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and influenza virus subtype, H1N1 or “Swine Flu”.  
Based on the activity of SPL7013 (VIRALEZE™ active) against different isolates of SARS-
CoV-2 (Australia, USA, Europe), multiple other viruses, including drug-resistant strains, the 
product is expected to retain activity against the important SARS-CoV-2 strains being reported 
in the UK, South Africa and elsewhere. 

SPL7013 has been shown to be virucidal, rapidly inactivating >99.9% of SARS-CoV-2 within 
60 seconds. VIRALEZE™ has been registered for sale in Europe, including in the UK, and is 
on track for launch this quarter. 

 
1 Paull, J.R.A. et al., 2020. Astodrimer sodium, dendrimer antiviral, inhibits replication of SARS-CoV-2 in vitro. bioRχiv 
2020.08.20.260190. https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.08.20.260190   
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The impact of the current COVID-19 pandemic has triggered an increased focus by 
Governments and health authorities to ensure greater preparedness for future pandemics. 
The increasingly broad spectrum of antiviral activity of SPL7013 (VIRALEZE™ active), which 
includes all of the pandemic-causing respiratory viruses, broadens the opportunities for 
SPL7013, as Governments around the world seek access to preventative solutions, such as 
stockpiling of broad spectrum antiviral agents. The excellent stability of SPL7013 and room 
temperature storage of VIRALEZE™ are also significant advantages in this setting. 
Dr Jackie Fairley, CEO of Starpharma, commented: “The increasingly broad spectrum of 
antiviral activity for SPL7013, including against SARS, MERS and influenza virus subtype, 
H3N2, further adds to the appeal for VIRALEZE™. Given this, the product also has the benefit 
of likely utility in future viral pandemics. Leading medical experts, including Dr Anthony Fauci, 
agree that further viral pandemics are almost certain, and preparedness for these will be an 
increased focus for Governments and health organisations around the world2.” 
 
About VIRALEZE™ - antiviral nasal spray 

VIRALEZE™ is an easy to use antiviral nasal spray, which can be stored at room temperature 
and does not require refrigeration.  

VIRALEZE™ contains SPL7013 (astodrimer sodium), which has been shown in laboratory 
studies to inactivate a broad spectrum of respiratory viruses, including >99.9% of coronavirus 
SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19).  

SPL7013 has been shown to be virucidal, inactivating >99.9% of SARS-CoV-2 within one 
minute. SPL7013 has also been shown in laboratory studies to have activity against other important respiratory 
viruses including influenza viruses, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), and other human coronaviruses. Based on 
the effectiveness of VIRALEZE™ against multiple viruses, including drug-resistant strains, the product is 
expected to retain activity against the SARS-CoV-2 strains being reported in the UK, South Africa and elsewhere. 
VIRALEZE™ does not require cold storage or specialised transportation. 

The nasal cavity is the primary site where SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) becomes established, before spreading to 
the lungs^. “Spike” proteins on the surface of these viruses that come into contact with VIRALEZE™ are trapped 
by SPL7013. This interaction is ‘virucidal’ – the virus is irreversibly blocked and can no longer infect mucosal 
cells, thereby providing a physical barrier to respiratory viruses in the nasal cavity. These “blocked” viruses are 
then eliminated naturally through the nasal mucus. ^Hou et al., 2020, Cell 182, 429–446 

SPL7013 is included in products licensed in >160 countries, approved in >40 countries and available for sale in 
the UK, Europe, Japan, South East Asia, Australia and New Zealand. 

 

  

 
2 https://www.technologynetworks.com/cancer-research/articles/previous-coronavirus-pandemics-covid-19-and-cancer-care-
337692 and https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(20)30484-9/fulltext  
 

https://starpharma.com/vivagel/spl7013-covid-19-nasal-spray
https://www.technologynetworks.com/cancer-research/articles/previous-coronavirus-pandemics-covid-19-and-cancer-care-337692
https://www.technologynetworks.com/cancer-research/articles/previous-coronavirus-pandemics-covid-19-and-cancer-care-337692
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(20)30484-9/fulltext
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Summary of the SPL7013 SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2, and influenza virus 
subtype H3N2 spike protein binding and antiviral studies and results 

For SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV assays, lentiviruses expressing SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV or 
SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins were exposed to Vero E6 cells treated with SPL7013 to measure 
the effectiveness of SPL7013 in inhibiting infection. 
SPL7013 resulted in ~80% reduction in infected cells for all three coronavirus-expressing 
lentiviruses (30mg/mL) compared with infection in cells without SPL7013. The level of 
inhibition of SARS-CoV- and MERS-CoV-expressing lentiviruses by SPL7013 was 
comparable to the inhibition of those expressing the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1 – Inhibition of SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 spike-expressing 
lentivirus infection of Vero E6 cells by SPL7013. 

Other mechanism of action studies have also confirmed that SPL7013 acts by blocking the 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is essential in initiating interaction 
of the virus with the target cell, via the angiotensin converting enzyme-2 (ACE2) receptor, that 
leads to infection of the cell. The studies have shown that SPL7013 blocks the SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein from binding to cells expressing the ACE2 receptor (Figure 2). In the absence of 
binding of SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins to cells, infection of cells cannot occur. 
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2A.  2B. 

        
 
Figure 2 – Confocal microscopy of SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins (fluorescent green areas) 
binding to cells (blue areas) expressing the human ACE2 (hACE2) receptor in the absence 
of SPL7013 (Figure 2A) and presence of SPL7013 (1% / 10 mg/mL) (Figure 2B). Large blue 
circles identify the nucleus of each cell in the cell monolayer and the fluorescent green areas 
are the spike proteins binding to cells. 
  2A. Negative control (no SPL7013 added)  

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein binding to cells expressing the hACE2 receptor on the cell 
membrane in the absence of SPL7013, as detected by green immunofluorescence. 
The strong green immunofluorescence seen in the image illustrates significant 
binding of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein to host cells. 

 2B. Active (SPL7013 added) 
SPL7013 added to cells in the presence of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein results in no 
detectable binding of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein to the cells expressing the hACE2 
receptor. The complete absence of green immunofluorescence in the image 
illustrates the lack of binding of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein to host cells. This 
lack of binding would result in a significant decrease in or prevent the infection 
of these cells by SARS-CoV-2. 

The current study with SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV has demonstrated that SPL7013 blocks 
the binding of the spike proteins at concentrations that demonstrated potency against 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein binding and infection. These studies show that SPL7013 acts 
against all these viruses through a common mechanism of blocking the coronavirus spike 
protein from interacting with cells, regardless of the cell receptor involved. Collectively, these 
data support the broad-spectrum, anti-coronavirus and antiviral effect of SPL7013.  
Another study also demonstrated potent antiviral activity of SPL7013 against influenza A 
subtype H3N2, which was the virus responsible for the 1968 “avian flu” pandemic and is now 
a seasonal influenza virus.  
In previously reported laboratory studies, SPL7013 has demonstrated potent antiviral activity 
against Australian and US isolates of SARS-CoV-2. Recent studies have shown that SPL7013 
also has potent antiviral activity against an additional, European isolate of SARS-CoV-2 
(Slovakia/SK-BMC5/2020). 
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 About Starpharma 

Starpharma Holdings Limited (ASX:SPL, OTCQX:SPHRY) is a global biopharmaceutical company and a world 
leader in the development of new pharmaceutical and medical products based on proprietary polymers called 
dendrimers, with programs for COVID-19, DEP® drug delivery and VivaGel®. Starpharma has developed 
VIRALEZE™, an antiviral nasal spray for COVID-19, which is complementary to vaccines and other preventative 
measures such as distancing and PPE. VIRALEZE™ is registered for sale in the UK/Europe, with launch of product 
expected in Q1 CY2021. SPL7013 is utilised in approved  products - the VivaGel® condom and VivaGel® BV. 
VivaGel® BV has been licensed in >160 countries, is approved in >40 countries and available for sale in the UK, 
Europe, Japan, South East Asia, Australia and New Zealand.  
 
As a leading company in dendrimer based drug delivery, Starpharma’s proprietary drug delivery platform 
technology, DEP®, is being used to improve pharmaceuticals, to reduce toxicities and enhance their performance. 
There are numerous internal and partnered programs underway to develop DEP® versions of existing drugs, 
particularly in the area of anti-cancer therapies. DEP® partnerships include oncology programs with AstraZeneca, 
with Merck in the area of Antibody Drug Conjugates (ADCs), with Chase Sun in the area of anti-infectives and other 
world leading pharmaceutical companies Starpharma’s partnered DEP® programs have the potential to generate 
significant future milestones and royalties. 

Starpharma.com | Twitter  | LinkedIn  

 
Media: Summit Media 
Grant Titmus 
Mob: +61 419 388 161 
grant@sumitmedia.com.au 

Starpharma Holdings Limited 
Dr Jackie Fairley, Chief Executive Officer  
Nigel Baade, CFO and Company Secretary 
+61 3 8532 2704 
investor.relations@starpharma.com  
4-6 Southampton Crescent  
Abbotsford Vic 3067 
 

Disclosure 
This ASX Announcement 
was authorised for release 
by the Chairman, Mr Rob 
Thomas. 
 

 

Forward Looking Statements 
This document contains certain forward-looking statements, relating to Starpharma’s business, which can be identified by the use of 
forward-looking terminology such as “promising”, “plans”, “anticipated”, “will”, “project”, “believe”, “forecast”, “expected”, “estimated”, 
“targeting”, “aiming”, “set to”, “potential”, “seeking to”, “goal”, “could provide”, “intends”,  “is being developed”, “could be”, “on track”, or 
similar expressions, or by express or implied discussions regarding potential filings or marketing approvals, or potential future sales of 
product candidates. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause 
actual results to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such statements. 
There can be no assurance that any existing or future regulatory filings will satisfy the FDA’s and other authorities’ requirements 
regarding any one or more product candidates nor can there be any assurance that such product candidates will be approved by any 
authorities for sale in any market or that they will reach any particular level of sales. In particular, management’s expectations regarding 
the approval and commercialization of the product candidates could be affected by, among other things, unexpected trial results, 
including additional analysis of existing data, and new data; unexpected regulatory actions or delays, or government regulation 
generally; our ability to obtain or maintain patent or other proprietary intellectual property protection; competition in general; government, 
industry, and general public pricing pressures; and additional factors that involve significant risks and uncertainties about our products, 
product candidates, financial results and business prospects. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should 
underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described herein as anticipated, believed, 
estimated or expected. Starpharma is providing this information as of the date of this document and does not assume any obligation to 
update any forward-looking statements contained in this document as a result of new information, future events or developments or 
otherwise. Clinical case studies and other clinical information given in this document are given for illustrative purposes only and are not 
necessarily a guide to product performance and no representation or warranty is made by any person as to the likelihood of 
achievement or reasonableness of future results. Nothing contained in this document nor any information made available to you is, or 
shall be relied upon as, a promise, representation, warranty or guarantee as to the past, present or the future performance of any 
Starpharma product. 

 

http://www.starpharma.com/
https://twitter.com/Starpharma_ASX
https://www.linkedin.com/company/128659?trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Acompany%2CclickedEntityId%3A128659%2Cidx%3A2-1-2%2CtarId%3A1474516799840%2Ctas%3Astarph
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